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WFC3/IR (YJH) imaging of Chandra X-ray AGN



Typical AGN host galaxies at z ~ 2

Galfit - Peng+ 2002



80% have low Sersic indices - disk-dominated, not 
bulges, not mergers.

Possibly high Eddington ratios!

Very similar morphological mix as at z~0 - but 
caveat emptor!

Similar to Cisternas+11 at z<1
Now also Allevato+11(clustering), Mullaney+11 and 
Dale Kocevskiʼs talk

Typical AGN host galaxies at z ~ 2



Typical AGN host galaxies at z ~ 2

Mullaney+11 - SSFR of X-ray selected AGN indistinguishable from galaxies



No link to mergers? Not so fast...
Mid-IR-selected CT-quasars at z>2 are a mess

Treister+10, Science



Implications/Questions/Worries

Do `secularʼ modes seem to dominate cosmic 
black hole growth?

Is there a luminosity (read: black hole mass) 
dependence? Do mergers only trigger “quasar” 
events while normal black holes grow in disk 
galaxies?

If so, quo vadis, M-sigma? 

Are the z~0 early-types just `downsizedʼ quasar? If 
so, what kind of clues do they hold?

Key next step: accurate SFHs for z~2 AGN host 
galaxies!



First glimpse of seed black holes?
HST WFC3/IR grism - spatially resolved spectroscopy at z~1.3

Schawinski+11, submitted

Could be a merger?

Clumpy galaxies, gas-rich 
disks - secular growth...

See talks by:
Forster-Schreiber, Genzel, 
Combes & many others 



First glimpse of seed black holes?
HST WFC3/IR grism - spatially resolved spectroscopy at z~1.3

Location at the center of clump and rapid growth (that is, recent 
birth?) makes this plausible site for seed formation.

Models - direct collapse (Lodato & Natarajan 06, 07), runaway 
collapse of stellar mass BHs (Devecchi & Volonteri 09), etc.

Also - implications for central SMBH/bulge formation: Elmegreen
+07,08, Bournaud+07,11, Noguchi+99, Immeli+04, Genzel+08, etc.

Talk by Abel

Eddington-limited growth



Clues to co-evolution from first black holes at z>6
Chandra stack of z~6,7 and 8 dropouts
Treister, Schawinski, Volonteri, Natarajan & Gawiser, 2011, Nature



Models without `self-regulation’ fail - link between galaxy 
and black hole goes back to z~8!?
Treister, Schawinski, Volonteri, Natarajan & Gawiser, 2011, Nature



Summary

Secular growth is important both at z~0 and z~2

Multiple modes (mergers/spheroids vs. disks) 
obvious at z~0, perhaps also z~2 (large multi-
lambda samples needed to see!)

Seed black holes may continue to be built in star-
forming galaxies and yield clues to seed formation 
models

Self-regulation/co-evolution may go back to first 
black holes and first galaxies at z~8


